Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Make a Texture for a Horizontal Surface


You will need: 

	Graphics program capable of resizing, skewing and rotating images with layer/object capabilities
	A texture image



Steps:

Open your texture image in your graphics program. 

	Make sure that your image is set to RGB colour mode (also known as 24 bit depth). 


	Resize your image until the texture in it is the size you need for your project. You won't be able to resize it later without distorting the texture. With some textures, you may be able to put several copies together to cover a larger area, however.


	Open a new file and make the paper size as large as you want. This will be your work area, so make sure you give yourself more than enough room for what you need to do.


	Copy your texture image and paste it into your new work area as a new image/new layer. Make sure it's not part of the background. From here on, you'll work only with this new image/layer so you can close the original image.


	If your resized texture is smaller than you want it to be, you have 2 options. You can either copy/paste the texture a few times, position the new texture images so they blend in with the original image and merge them into one large image that you then tilt, or you can copy/paste/merge later on, after you've tilted the texture. I prefer to copy and merge first, but it's a matter of personal choice.


	Now you're done with the preparation, it's time to tilt your image so it appears to be lying flat. Firstly, skew your texture by -36 degrees. Don't forget to make it a negative number. 


	Next, rotate your skewed texture by 63 degrees. No negative this time. If it doesn't look quite right, undo the rotation and try again with a little less or more. Don't rotate it more than once as that adds distortion. Note: if you're making something round, try it at 56 degrees instead of 63.


	Make any alterations (colour, sharpness, blurriness etc.) until you're happy with your new texture. You can also adjust the rotation slightly if you don't think it looks quite right for the object you're making.


	If you haven't already copy/pasted/merged your small texture into a large enough texture patch to cover what you need textured, do that now. Otherwise, you're all done and your new texture is ready for use.


Congratulations! You've made a horizontal texture.



